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Sugiyasu Corporation

Dear Users,

Thank you for purchasing our Bishamon Jacking Beam. Before using the lift, read through 
and be familiar with this manual.  Fully understand the precautions, directions, and other 
information contained in this manual to ensure correct use.   Failure to do so may result not 
only in insufficient performance of the lift but also in falling of the vehicle, serious injury and 
death, and damage to properties. 

Keep this manual in a safe place for future reference.  In case of loss, immediately request a 
new copy.

If the product is supplied with a wrong manual, contact your lift supplier for a correct copy.

Perform periodic maintenance inspection of the lift to ensure safe work 
with the lift and keep the lift fully functional.



The contents of the manual may differ when the purchased lift is modified. For any 
question about the product or this manual, feel free to contact your lift supplier.

Keep this manual in a safe place for future reference. In case of loss, contact your 
lift supplier and request for a new copy immediately.

Thank you for purchasing our Bishamon Jacking Beam . Before using the lift, read
through and be familiar with this manual.  Fully understand the precautions, directions,
and other information contained in this manual to ensure correct use.   Failure to do so
may result not only in insufficient performance of the lift but also in falling of the
vehicle, serious injury and death, and damage to properties.

In this manual,  「Danger」,「Warning」, 「Caution」 are defined and 
specified as below.  Notice of Warnings are very important for safe operations.  As 
these are very  Important to protect operators from accidents resulting in  
personal injury and death, and damage to property, so make sure to read 
thoroughly and understand fully before operation.

Danger      Incorrect operation may imminently result in serious                                                                         
injury or  death of the operator.

Warning Incorrect operation may result in serious injury or  
death of the operator. 

Caution Incorrect operation may result in injury and damage
to the property. The occurence of the danger is lower 
than "Warning" articles.

Explanation of Terms and Symbols





Caution for Safety

The specified act 
that should not be 
conducted.

The specified act 
that should be 
conducted.

Warnings and 
cautions that are 
possible to occur due 
to incorrect operation.
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If any possible abnormality is detected, prohibit the use of the lift until abonormality is fully 
repaired. Then contact your lift supplier immediately. If the lift is used with abnormality left 
unsolved, damage to the lift or serious accident may occur.

Caution

Supply the clean air of 0.69～0.97MPa.  If the supplied air contains moisture,  it may lead to lift 
mulfunction.  Make sure to supply the dry and clean air.

Caution



・Drive in vehicle parallel to the Drive-On Plate of the lift and evenly in its width direction.
・Drive in and out vehicle slowly, and DO NOT start and stop suddenly.

･ DO NOT lift up or lower only one side lift all at once. 
･Make sure to support the lifting point by the center of Rubber Pad.
･ DO NOT lift up by only one side Supporter.
･Make sure to set (put) Attachment in the center of Rubber Pad.
･When lifting and lowering the lift,  shorten (push back) the Supporter at lowest position

・When operating lift, pay constant attention to the area around vehicle and the lift.
NEVER look aside during the operation.

・DO NOT lift up vehicle with passengers or baggage inside.
・Use only genuine Side Sill Block supporter between Supporter and vehicle lifting point
・Before lifting up, check if the Latch Plate is bolted and fastened at correct position, and 

also check if the Moving Wheels of Jacking Beam are on the center of Rail. 

Lifting LeverLowering Lever

Oil Filler Port

If supplied air is less than 0.5MPa,  pump may not function by pushing Lifting Lever.



･When stop the lifting operation, make sure to check if Lowering Stop Hook is engaged 
with Rack, and then start servicing vehicle.  Never drain hydraulic pressure by engage 
Hook and open the Lowering Knob before servicing vehicle.
･ Keep anyone but the operator out from around the lift.
･When servicing transmission, differential gear,  DO NOT operate lift with transmission 

jack  supporting underneath of the vehicle.

･ Pay biggest attention to the vehicle lowering from overhead.
･ DO NOT lower the lift in a rush.
･ Retract Supporter back before reaching the lowest in lowering operation.

・If you service the vehicles after lowering the lift and stopped midway,  make sure to         
engage Lowering Stop Device "IN" position.
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・If Slide Supporter is not stored back completely when driving out vehicle,  it may damage 
the vehicle and could lead to mulfunction of the lift.  



Have a qualified service personnel perform a periodical inspection once a year in addition 
to the regular inspection described above.  Request the lift supplier where lift was 
purchased for periodical inspection performed.
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Adjustable Truck

Attachment X 2ea.

Truck Attachment X 2ea.
Passenger Car Attachment X 2ea.(Option)

(Option)



As this lift is not weatherproof, or washing model,  the defects casued by rust, 
corrosion, short circuit from water would not be covered under warranty.



  Aichi, Japan 444-1394

  http//www.bishamon.co.jp/
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  Tel. 81-566-53-1126, Fax. 81-566-53-1844


